
 

 

 

PORCELAIN  

 

 

The Sales Representative sat on the edge of his bed, his cotton sheets drawn over his head 

like a cowl. The curtains were still drawn, allowing only a crack of trimmed lawn and azure 

sky where the fabric did not quite meet. Light, scalpel bright, sliced up the carpet and crossed 

the bed to the right of him. The man was afraid to touch it. He thought (somewhat 

irrationally, he conceded) that it might pass into him, revealing some sinful essence.  

  

He spent his days driving between psychiatric clinics where he preached the wonders of 

drugs that neither he nor the doctors understood. He gave away branded coasters and pens, 

samples for pills with calming medical names. Abilify, Seroquel, Iloperidone, Lurasidone: a 

drug’s name was always druglike—you wouldn’t call a living thing ‘Paliperidone’. Long ago, 

he knew a woman who called her cat Xanax. The memory made him laugh.  

  

That morning, waking heavy from a night of stodgy, chemically induced sleep, The Sales 

Representative found himself firm in the belief that he was a urinal. This was not such an 

uncommon thing to believe in these end days; the market crashing, animals in decline. It did, 

however, make the prospect of leaving the cushioned safety of the bed dangerous. Being 

porcelain, there was a good chance that he might shatter.  

 

Janice was tangled in the blanket behind him, and snoring lightly. The Sales Representative 

wondered what his wife would say, if she would accommodate this new delicacy. He need 

not have worried. Janice had believed that she was a pot for years. Ever since that fateful 

afternoon. They were driving home from a day at the beach when they passed Paradise 

Lakes. The estate had never been completed, a chemical was discovered in the groundwater. 

For a laugh, they thought they might drive through, admire the ghost town. Janice was raised 

Catholic, but converted early to the belief in the elastic horizon of always more progress, 

more of a good life, in which the messiah never arrives to speak. Driving through the failed 



estate, she experienced a crisis of faith. The lake was empty; the shoddy stucco homes with 

dusty lawns had nobody to buy them. A stranded palm tree warbled on a traffic island. 

Reflected off the grey apartment blocks and the road, the light seemed a grey powder, heavy 

and contaminated in the air. 
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